Lane Media
Equipment Rental Price List
Video Projector (2500 Lumens)
8’ft. 10’ diagonal Projector screen,
150 Watt Fender Sound System
DVD Player
All the Cables
Delivered,Setup and in Working Condition
Client Price $250.00 if Lane Media Created the Project
If the project is created by someone other than Lane Media.
We will add a minimum of $100.00 dollars to the Price of the Equipment Rental
The reason for this, more often than not, the project is generally not as playable as
planned and requires a certain amount of fixing. to make it work right.
There are dozens of reasons for DVDs not to work, here are just a couple of them.
1. It is a Power point presentation, requiring a computer to play it on.
If the presentation is not saved correctly. Let’s say that maybe the computer
is not Powerpoint capable. It may not play in someone elses computer.
( missing fonts, missing codecs etc., the pictures or music may not be accessed or
attached correctly.)
2. It could be that it was burned on a CD and not a DVD.
It may be burned on a DVD+R (note the plus R) Plus R DVDs will not play on
a DVD Player only capable of Playing DVD - R (Note the minus R) DVDs
3. Inexperience at making them or not having the correct settings
when making a DVD.
4. We require projects to be in our hand 24 hours before the event,
in order to help us make sure that your project will play.
5. There are a lot of little things that can hinder the playing of a DVD
I am not saying that it cannot be done correctly,
but getting it right in two or three days is the biggest part of the problem.
My experience with more than 30 projects created by friends or family members,
15 of them did not make it out of their computer, the other 15 that did play,
did so because of last minute reconfiguring or tweaking of the delivered project.
Generally the project does not get delivered until moments before it is to be
played or presented. We have equipment that can play just about anything, but...
does the Facility that it will be played in, have the correct equipment?
If you have any questions please feel free to call and ask, we sincerely
believe that a Celebration of Life is a part of your life, and we will offer our help services
for free, make sure your project gets played.
Please Call us at 541-606-6135 if you need advice.

